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Ethiopic/Ethiopian Quiz  
 

  1- In which century  was the first reading 
tradition of Ethiopian documented ?   In 
which book was it documented ? 

  2- Which world famous book was discovered 
to have been written only in Ethiopic ? 

  3-What is Ethiopia’s population size ranking ? 

  4- What is Ethiopia’s ranking in terms of 
world economic growth ?  



Answers…. 

Biblical narrative. Philip the 
Evangelist was told by an angel to go 
to the road from Jerusalem to Gaza, 
and there he met the Ethiopian 
nobleman. He had been to Jerusalem 
to worship (Acts 8:27), and was 
returning home. The nobleman was 
sitting in his chariot reading the 
Book of Isaiah, and had come to 
Isaiah 53:7-8. 

1st Century in the Bible 



Answers…. 
“……. the book of Enoch 
resurfaced at the beginning 
of the 17th century when it 
was discovered in Ethiopia, 
written in an Ethiopic 
language. In fact, the 
book of Enoch is preserved 
in it's entirety in the Church 
at Ethiopia, and is included 
in their Bible. The 
Ethiopians claim it was 
divine scripture, and treat it 
as such to this day…….” 
 Israel-a history-of.com 

1906 



Answers…. 

Ethiopia is 
the 12th 
most 
populous 
Country in 
the world 



Answers…. 



Objectives of presentation 
is to Briefly:    

  Show how the unique nature and the history of 
Ethiopic and the cultural environment surrounding it   

  Describe how the addition of Ethiopic to the Unicode   
has made a significant difference to the Ethiopian 
community and it has contributed to the survival and 
thriving of languages that use Ethiopic  

  Discuss the unique aspects of Ethiopic and extended 
Ethiopic character set  

  Give credit to those that have contributed to the 
addition of Ethiopic to the Unicode and continuously 
working to improve it . 

  Show some of the Amharic/Ethiopic Applications that 
were possible because of the Unicode  



A reading cultures for centuries  



A reading cultures for centuries  



Ethiopia 
  A northeast African country  

  The only African nation that has never been 
colonized  

Religious country (Jewish; Muslim & Christian)  

  Ethiopia is one of the oldest Christian Country  
  Claim : around 45 AD ; Claim : 341 AD  

  Ethiopia is the home of  millions of  Muslims 
  622 AD Followers of Prophet Mohammed 

migrated to Ethiopia when subjected to 
persecution in the city of Mecca  

  Ethiopian Jewry : Goes to at least 9th century 



Unique Ethiopian Culture  
  13 months in a year  

  12months 30 days each + 1 month of 5 (6) days 

  Calendar is 7.5 years behind Gregorian calendar 
  It is now 2011 

  Ethiopian New starts on September 11 

     HAPPY NEW YEAR !  





Ethiopic Alphabet 

  Ethiopic is used to write : Amharic; Tigrinya ; Ge’ez 
language (liturgical ) and more than 80 other Ethiopian 
dialects  

  Phonetic based Alphabet : Each character is a constant 
plus vowel  

ሺ =She ; ጆ =Joe    ዩኒኮድ =Unicode; 

   Semitic Origin but written left to write (unlike Hebrew & 
Arabic) 

Ethiopia's ancient Ge'ez script, also known as "Ethiopic", is 
one of the oldest alphabets still in use in the world. 



 
 

Ethiopic Alphabet Before used for Printing 
       Before the Unicode 



Ethiopic Syllables Example 

ሀ  ሁ  ሂ  ሃ  ሄ  ህ ሆ 
Hə; hu; hi; ha; he, h, ho 



Ethiopic Alphabet  
  Before Ethiopic was introduced to computers only about 268 

characters were in use mainly due to difficulty in 
accommodating them in a typewriter 

  It was a consideration to truncate the alphabet even below 
268 during early Ethiopic computerization.   
  Elimination of similar sounding characters (70)  

   ሀ ሐ ኀ ኸ    * ሠ ሰ  * አ ዐ  * ፀ ጸ  
  Elimination of Rarely used characters : (37 characters) 

ኴ  ቌ  ዂ  ጷ  etc  



Amharic Type Writer 



Computerization Challenges in 
the 1980’s  

  Ethiopic was a very minor and “commercially un 
attractive” language. So none of the big or small 
companies were interested to invest resources in 
Ethiopic. 

  Ethiopia as a country was experiencing its worst 
time in its history under a brutal military 
communist regime. 

  The task of accommodating over 230 variable- 
width  characters was not trivial in 8-bit & ASCII 
environment . 



“…The ranking of the world’s Writing system in order of 
commercial importance as measured by total GNP of 

countries using each system..” Joe Becker 1988  

From the 1988 Article by Dr. Joseph D Becker entitled “UNICODE  88 



Unicode to the Rescue !   

“….Joe Becker who has been working at Xerox to incorporate Many of the 
world’s languages —- contacted Fesseha Atlaw of HP Engineer who later 
formed Dashen Engineering and had developed font sets to be used in a 
multilingual word processor …  Initial proposal and inclusion of Ethiopic to 
the Unicode standard was made by the efforts of Joe Becker and Fesseha 
Atlaw …”                                          Ethiopian Computer News 1991  

Other contributors include: 
Daniel Yacob; ; Michael Everson;  
Lloyd Anderson; Daniel Abera;  
 Abass Alemneh ; YiTna FirdYiwok;                     

    
                    

Teshager Tesfaye;  Samuel Kinde; ; 
 Mati Worku; Terefe RasWork;  
Ted Kidane; Tadesse Tsegaye; 
 Tekele Awdew; Daniel Admssie; 
 Yonas Fisseha; Tsehay Demeke 
 Grum Ketema & more 

 Rick McGowan, Hugh McGregor Ross 

Dr. Joe Becker Fesseha Atlaw  
Amharic computer demonstration 



Localization in the Ethiopic 
Ecosystem 

Localization 
Natural Language 

Processing Literary 
Character Encoding 

Collation 

Lexicons 

Layout Rules 

Formatting Rules 

Input Methods 

Calendar / Time 

Speech-to-Text 

Text-to-Speech 

Machine Translation 

Typefaces / Fonts 

Credit : Daniel Yacob 



 Demonstration of Amharic on the 
Computer in 1987 

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 

Looking Amharic Fonts on the computer screen for the first time was like a MIRACLE 



Now 
  

  Ethiopic in the Unicode is 380+ characters   
(U+1200 – U+137F)  
  Addition of non Amharic sounds 
  Extended Ethiopic 

ቐ ፤ ዸ ፤  
  Music (Zeima)Notations 
  Punctuation Marks 

  All 80 dialects/languages in Ethiopian can use 
Ethiopic Unicode if they choose to.  

  Amharic speakers who can’t read & Understand 
English can now read The Washington Post or 
LA Times in Amharic daily 

ፙ  ጞ፤  ቇ 



Computer Applications using 
Ethiopic Unicode 

  Amharic translations (to and from any world language) 
  Google – Thank you !  

  Amharic Dictionary & Spell checker 

  Amharic Search engines 

  Amharic OCR (Microsoft; Google and others) 

  Speech to Text (Amharic Speech recognition) 

  Text to speech applications 

  Amharic Braille Encoding 

Ethionux Operating system in Amharic 

  B4X IDE in Amharic  & Other Amharic programming tools 



Samples of Ethiopian Apps using 
Ethiopic Unicode 

. 
http://zemaplatform.com 
A music platform in which users can download a smartphone app and listen to 
music with instant lyrics in Amharic/Ethiopic 
 
 
 
 

http://fanosbox.com    
A smart device that allows us to control other household electronics with multiple 
features. (Android app is fully made with Amharic/Ethiopic Unicode) 

Vrider; ihelp; Fidel Utalk; and are smart phone apps using Ethiopic  

https://www.metaappz.com/ 
 

https://www.ethiocloud.com/ 



 
Special 

 “Thank You !”  
to all Unicode Technical 
Committee Members &  

and Other Contributors that 
allowed Digital Ethiopic 

to Thrive !  
 
 


